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Eagle Aerospace Spearheads Airfield Transformation with Innovative Integration 
of Autonomous Airfield Inspection 

Toronto, ON – October 17, 2023, Eagle Aerospace, a global leader in airfield management and 
aviation technology, stands at the forefront of airfield transformation through its pivotal role in 
a collaborative effort to seamlessly integrate advanced technologies into existing airport 
operations. This visionary collaboration, including partners the Greater Toronto Airport 
Authority, CISCO, Genwave Technologies, Honda and Illuminex AI, represents a groundbreaking 
leap in optimizing airfield management, enhancing security, and ensuring safety compliance. 

With Eagle Aerospace's seamless integration of their AIROps™ Cloud software, a leading airfield 
operations platform, into existing airport processes and regulatory procedures ensures that 
airfield security and management are streamlined and optimized. A key element of the 
collaborative project is the integration of VisionAI inspection solutions with AIROps™ software 
that enables real-time automated logging of discrepancies during the autonomous inspection 
process, significantly streamlining operations. The collaboration leverages a range of advanced 
technologies to augment human capability to bolster airfield security by providing real-time, 
objective, and distraction-free assessments. 

Brian Freed, COO of Eagle Aerospace, emphasized the significance of this achievement. "Our 
role in seamlessly integrating AIROps™ software and VisionAI represents a key moment in 
airfield security and management and is the start to what is possible. By combining our 
expertise, the consortium is enhancing security, efficiency, and safety in airfield operations." 

The successful integration of advanced technologies into existing airport processes underscores 
Eagle Aerospace's commitment to pioneering solutions that transform airfield management 
and aviation technology. 

For more information about Eagle Aerospace's role in enhancing airfield operations through 
innovative integration, please visit www.eagle-aerospace.com. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15y2U18XErwbVu5WWlC9sjQaTAExISKMa


About Eagle Aerospace: 
Eagle Aerospace is a leading provider of digital solutions for airfield management, delivering 
software, sensors, and data services that enable and optimize intelligent and autonomous 
processes. Their solutions ensure safe, efficient, and sustainable airfield operations by 
enhancing accuracy, reducing downtime, and improving overall efficiency. Eagle Aerospace's 
team of experts offers customized solutions tailored to meet the unique needs of each client, 
providing end-to-end support and seamless integration with existing systems. 
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